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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the fully-coupled (‘monolithic’) solution of largedisplacement fluid-structure interaction problems by Newton’s method. We show
that block-triangular approximations of the Jacobian matrix, obtained by neglecting selected fluid-structure interaction blocks, provide good preconditioners for the
solution of the linear systems with GMRES. We present an efficient approximate
implementation of the preconditioners, based on a Schur complement approximation for the Navier-Stokes block and the use of multigrid approximations for the
solution of the computationally most expensive operations. The performance of the
the preconditioners is examined in representative steady and unsteady simulations
which show that the GMRES iteration counts only display a mild dependence on the
Reynolds number and the mesh size. The final part of the paper demonstrates the
importance of consistent stabilisation for the accurate simulation of fluid-structure
interaction problems.
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Introduction

Large-displacement fluid-structure interaction problems arise in many applications in which thin-walled shell structures interact with fluid flows. Examples
from engineering include flutter analyses in aeroelasticity [1], the inflation of
parachutes [2], the deformation of structures by explosions [3] and the design
of sails [4]. Numerous applications exist in physiological fluid mechanics and
include the flow of blood in the veins and arteries and the flow of air in the
pulmonary airways [5], the dynamics of heart valves [6] and many others.
The computational modelling of large-displacement fluid-structure interaction
problems typically requires the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations in a
moving domain, coupled to the equations of large-displacement shell theory.
The coupling between the two domains often leads to highly nonlinear behaviour and the development of robust and efficient solution techniques for
such problems presents one of the great challenges in computational mechanics; see, e.g., the recent special volume of this journal [7]. Most computational methods can be classified as partitioned or fully-coupled (‘monolithic’)
schemes. Partitioned methods utilise separate solvers for the fluid and solid
domains and attempt to obtain a coupled solution via a fixed-point iteration.
Starting with an initial guess for the wall shape, the fluid equations are solved
and the traction that the fluid exerts on the wall is evaluated. This new traction is then used to update the wall shape and the iteration is continued until
convergence. This approach is relatively easy to implement and is convenient in
situations in which specialised solvers for the fluid and solid problems are readily available; indeed, if compatibility with existing commercial ‘black box’ fluid
and solid solvers is required, this method presents the only feasible approach.
However, partitioned methods also have serious drawbacks. Fixed-point iterations tend to converge slowly (though Aitken extrapolation can lead to a
certain improvement; see, e.g., [8] and, more recently, [9]) and, in the presence
of strong fluid-solid coupling, the iteration can diverge even if a good initial
guess for the solution is available. When applied to time-dependent problems,
partitioned solvers lead to staggered time-integration schemes, [1], [10]. The
implementation of such methods as ‘weakly coupled’ schemes is straightforward but it is often difficult to ensure their overall stability and temporal accuracy. ‘Strong coupling’, which requires costly sub-iterations at every time-step,
can improve the temporal accuracy, but, of course, only if the sub-iterations
converge.
In a fully coupled (‘monolithic’) approach, the fluid and solid equations are
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discretised and solved simultaneously. For highly transient fluid-structure interaction problems which involve compressible fluids (e.g. the modelling of
explosions, [3]), the use of fully-coupled but explicit time-stepping schemes
can be efficient. However, if the problem is steady and/or the fluid is incompressible then the solution of a large system of coupled nonlinear algebraic
equations is required. Since good initial guesses for the solutions tend to be
readily available (either from the solution at a previous time-step or from the
solution at a previous value of the control parameter during steady-state parameter studies), the solution of the nonlinear system by Newton’s method
is attractive since it provides a robust and rapidly converging scheme. Over
the past years we have successfully used this approach in a wide variety of
large-displacement fluid-structure interaction problems ([11], [12], [13], [14],
[15]). The main computational cost of this method arises from the repeated
assembly of the Jacobian matrix and the solutions of the associated linear
systems for the Newton corrections.
In this paper, we develop an efficient preconditioning technique that allows
the rapid iterative solution of the linear systems that arise in the Newton
method. The preconditioners are based on block-triangular approximations of
the Jacobian matrix and are obtained by neglecting selected fluid-structure
interaction blocks. The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the model problem that we used to assess the efficiency of the numerical
schemes. In section 3 we present the coupled finite-element discretisation of
the governing equations and discuss the stabilisation of the fluid equations
on coarse meshes. After presenting some representative simulations in section
4, we show in section 5 that the direct use of the block-triangular approximate Jacobians in the Newton method causes a severe deterioration of its
convergence rate. We then demonstrate that the approximate Jacobians provide good preconditioners for the solution of the linear systems with GMRES.
Next, we reduce the cost of the preconditioning operation by approximating
the Navier-Stokes block with a pressure Schur-complement preconditioner and
present an efficient implementation based on multigrid approximations for the
computationally most expensive operations. Finally, we discuss the adaptive
choice of the convergence tolerance for the GMRES iteration and demonstrate
the importance of consistent stabilisation in the numerical simulation of fluidstructure interaction problems.

2

The model problem

We will assess the efficiency of the numerical schemes in the model problem
sketched in Fig. 1. Viscous fluid is driven through a two-dimensional channel
in which part of one wall is replaced by a pre-stressed elastic membrane. The
membrane is loaded by the external pressure p∗ext and by the fluid traction. This
3
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the model problem considered in this study. Viscous fluid is driven
through a channel in which part of one wall is replaced by a pre-stressed elastic
membrane.

system has been studied by many authors (see e.g., [5], for a recent review) and
has features that are representative of many other large-displacement fluidstructure interaction problems. Specifically, the system has highly nonlinear
flow characteristics and a propensity to develop large-displacement self-excited
oscillations; see section 4.
We model the flow by the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
∂ui
∂ui
Re
+ uj
∂t
∂xj

!

=−

∂p
∂ 2 ui
+
∂xi
∂x2j

and

∂uj
= 0,
∂xj

(1a,b)

where we have scaled all lengths on the channel width a, the velocities on
the average inflow velocity U and the pressure on the viscous scale, µU/a.
Throughout this paper, the summation convention is used and, unless stated
otherwise, all subscripts range from 1 to 2. The Reynolds number is Re =
ρaU/µ. We impose steady, fully-developed inflow at the upstream end of the
channel, u = (6x2 (1 − x2 ), 0) at x1 = −Lup /a and assume parallel, axially
traction-free outflow at the downstream end x2 = (L + Ldown )/a. This is
equivalent to setting pexit = 0. No-slip conditions apply on all channel walls.
We model the elastic section of the wall as a pre-stressed, thin-walled elastic
beam whose midplane we parametrise by the non-dimensional Lagrangian coordinate ζ ∈ [0, L/a]. In its undeformed configuration, the wall is located at
rw = (ζ, 1)T and the displacement field v(ζ, t) displaces its material particles
to their new position Rw = rw +v. In the undeformed position, the elastic wall
is subject to an initial stress σ0∗ = T0 /h0 (where h0 is the wall thickness and T0
the initial longitudinal tension) which we assume to be much larger than the
additional stress generated by the wall’s deformation. This allows us to assume
incrementally linear elastic behaviour which implies that σ = σ0 + γ, where
σ = σ ∗ /E is the dimensionless second Piola-Kirchhoff stress and σ0 = σ0∗ /E
the dimensionless pre-stress. E is the incremental Young’s modulus
and γ is

1
1
1 2
the geometrically nonlinear extensional strain, γ = v,ζ + 2 (v,ζ ) + (v,ζ2 )2 ,
where a comma denotes a derivative. The wall deformation is governed by the
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principle of virtual displacements, [16],
Z

L/a
0



h0
a

1
(σ0 + γ) δγ +
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a
κ δκ −
f · δRw ∆ dζ = 0,
h0

(2)

where
f = f ∗ /E is the non-dimensional traction acting on the wall, ∆ =
r


1 + v,ζ1

2



+ v,ζ2

2

and









2
1
κ = v,ζζ
1 + v,ζ1 − v,ζζ
v,ζ2 /∆,

(3)

is the wall curvature. The first two terms in (2) represent the variation in the
wall’s strain energy due to its extension and bending, respectively. The last
term represents the virtual work done by the load f acting on the deformed
wall. We assume that the elastic membrane is pinned at both ends and impose
v = 0 at ζ = 0, L/a.
Fluid and solid interact via the no-slip condition
u=

∂Rw
∂t

on the wall,

(4)

and via the (combined) traction on the wall
∂uj
∂ui
−
fi = −pext Ni + Q pδij −
∂xj
∂xi


where N = −v,ζ2 , 1 + v,ζ1
dimensional parameter

T

!

Nj

(5)

/∆ is the outer normal on the wall. The non-

µU
(6)
aE
represents the ratio of the viscous stresses to the elastic modulus of the wall
and provides a measure of the strength of fluid-structure interaction; if Q = 0,
the wall shape only depends on the transmural pressure difference.
Q=

3

Discretisation

3.1 Solid Equations
Carrying out the variations with respect to the displacements v i and their
derivatives transforms equation (2) into a variational equation of the form
Z

L/a
0



(0)

φi

(1)

δv i + φi

(2)

δv,ζi + φi

5

i
δv,ζζ



dζ = 0.

(7)

We discretise this equation by displacement-based finite elements. The φterms contain up to second derivatives of the displacements, therefore we need
shape functions with continuous first derivatives across the element boundaries. Isoparametric Hermite elements with nodal displacements and slopes as
independent degrees of freedom [17] were chosen such that the displacements
v i were interpolated as
X
(S)
V ij ψj ,
(8)
vi =
j

(S)
ψj

where the
are piecewise cubic Hermite polynomials; see [18] for further
details of the implementation. This transforms (7) into
(Z

L/a
0



(0)
φi

(S)
ψj

+

(1)
φi

(S)
ψj,ζ

+

(2)
φi

(S)
ψj,ζζ



)

dζ δV ij = 0.

(9)

The variations of those V ij that are not determined by the boundary conditions are arbitrary and the expressions multiplied by the corresponding δV ij
have to vanish. This provides a system of non-linear algebraic equations for
the unknown V ij . These equations still contain the load terms f , which depend on the fluid pressure and the velocity gradients at the wall; see (5).
The strong nonlinearity of the solid equations can result in complicated loaddisplacement paths. In particular, multiple equilibrium configurations can coexist at a given external pressure, pext . Consequently, continuation techniques,
such as Keller’s arclength method [19] are often required to compute strongly
deformed equilibrium configurations. In the present problem, we implemented
a simple displacement-control technique by adding the equation
fctrl = v 2 (ζctrl ) − Vctrl = 0

(10)

to the equations (9). Upon choosing a control point (characterised by the
value of its Lagrangian coordinate ζctrl ) on the elastic membrane, this equation
prescribes the vertical wall displacement at that point and allows us to treat
the external pressure pext as an unknown in steady simulations.
3.2 Fluid Equations

3.2.1 Galerkin discretisation
We discretise the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) form of the NavierStokes equations (1a,b) on a body-fitted moving mesh and perform the mesh
update in response to changes in the wall position by a modified version of
Kistler & Scriven’s ‘Method of Spines’ [20]. Briefly, we associate each nodal
point j in the fluid mesh with a fixed material point on the wall which we
(ref )
identify by its Lagrangian coordinate ζj . As the wall deforms, each fluid
node remains located at a fixed, pre-determined fraction ωj ∈ [0, 1] along the
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straight line from the spine origin R0 (ζ) = (ζ, 0)T to Rw (ζ) such that the
position vector to fluid node j is given by
(ref )

Rj = R0 (ζj



(ref )

) + ωj Rw (ζj

(ref )

) − R0 (ζj



) .

(11)

Fig. 2 illustrates the resulting meshes. Using standard isoparametric TaylorHood elements [21], the velocities, the global coordinates and the pressure are
represented by
ui =

X

(F )

U ij ψj ,

xi =

(F )

X ij ψj

and

p=

X

(P )

P j ψj ,

(12)

j

j

j

(F )

X

(P )

where the ψj and ψj are bi-quadratic and bi-linear shape functions in the
local element coordinates, respectively. X ij are the nodal coordinates, specified
by (11). We characterise the fluid meshes by hFEM , the length of the element
edges in the undeformed configuration.
The residuals of the momentum equations (1a) are weighted by the velocity
(F )
shape functions ψl . We perform the usual integration by parts and obtain
ZZ



!

(F )

(F )



∂ψ
∂ui ∂ψl 
Re
=
−p l +
dv = 0,
∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
Ωf
(13)
RR
where Ωf dv is the integral over the fluid domain Ωf and

(F )
fil

∂ui
(M ) ∂ui
+ (uj − uj )
∂t
∂xj

(M )
uj

=

X
j

(F )
ψl

∂X ij (F )
ψ
∂t j

(14)

is the mesh velocity. All time-derivatives were evaluated by a second-order
backward Euler scheme (BDF2) with constant time-step ∆t. The fully implicit treatment of the momentum equations leads to a consistent mass representation. Similarly, the continuity equation (1b) is weighted by the bilinear
(P )
pressure shape functions ψl which yields
(P )
fl

=

ZZ

Ωf

∂uj (P )
ψ dv = 0.
∂xj l

(15)

3.2.2 Stabilisation by Petrov-Galerkin weighting
If the mesh Reynolds number ReM satisfies
ReM =

1
Re h |u − u(M ) | < 1
2

(16)

in all elements (where h is a characteristic length of the element), the Galerkin
discretisation is known to yield smooth solutions for the velocity and pressure
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the coarsest (h FEM = 1/4) and finest (hFEM = 1/16) fluid meshes
used in the computations.

fields; see, e.g., [22]. For the cases considered in this study, it is possible to use
sufficiently fine meshes to avoid the occurrence of the spurious ‘wiggles’ that
develop in the solution if the mesh Reynolds number becomes too large. However, the use of multigrid methods for preconditioning purposes (introduced
in section 5.2.2 below) requires the solution of the fluid equations on coarse
meshes on which the criterion (16) is severely violated. The development of
‘wiggles’ can be suppressed with a Petrov-Galerkin formulation in which the
(F )
weighting functions ψl for the momentum equations are replaced by
(F )

(F,stab)

ψl

(F )

= ψl

(M )

+ τstab (uk − uk )

∂ψl
.
∂xk

(17)

τstab is a stabilisation parameter, which should be (just) large enough to suppress the ‘wiggles’. Following the ideas in [23], [24] and [25] we set
τstab =





h


0

n



2 |u − u(M ) | 1 +

1
ReM

+

h
∆t|u−u(M ) |

o−1

if ReM > 1,

(18)

otherwise.

At large ReM , this choice is consistent with the ‘optimal’ stabilisation for
steady advection diffusion problems (see, e.g., [26] and [27]) and it leads to
small values of τstab in problems which are dominated by the unsteady terms
since τstab ∼ ∆t as ∆t → 0.
(F,stab)

Consistent use of the weighting functions ψi
(F,stab)
fil

=

ZZ

Ωf

"

τstab Re

∂ui
(M ) ∂ui
+ (uj − uj )
∂t
∂xj
|{z}
I

|

{z
II

}

!

adds the terms
∂p ∂ 2 ui
+
−
∂xi
∂x2j
|{z}
III

| {z }
IV

#

(F )

(M )
(uk −uk )

∂ψl
dv
∂xk

(19)
to the weak form (13) of the momentum equations. The second-order term
IV is typically evaluated element-by-element. For the purposes of stabilisation
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(i.e. the suppression of ‘wiggles’) it is sufficient to include only the advective
(F,stab)
term II into fil
. This is equivalent to the classical SUPG stabilisation of
Hughes & Brooks [28]. However, if the terms I, III and IV are neglected in
(19), the weak form of the equations becomes inconsistent in the sense that
an exact solution of (1a,b) no longer satisfies the weak equations. The choice
(18) for τstab ensures that the stabilisation terms disappear as h and ∆t → 0.
However, as long as τstab > 0 anywhere in the domain, the inconsistency
introduces additional errors into the solution. We will demonstrate in section
5.3 that, in fluid-structure interaction problems, these errors can be highly
significant.

3.3 The coupled solution

We solve the coupled system of non-linear algebraic equations (9), (10), (13)
and (15) by Newton’s method. This requires the repeated assembly and solution of linear systems J x = −r, with the following block structure




















 rs 
 S Csu Csp   xs 
 



 



 Cus F G   xu  = −  ru  .
 




Cps D

0

xp

rp

(20)

Here rs , ru and rp represent the current residuals of the solid, momentum
and continuity equations, respectively and xs , xu and xp are the associated
Newton corrections. The diagonal block S in the Jacobian matrix has two
contributions
S = S(solid) + S(F SI) ,
(21)
where S(solid) is the classical tangent stiffness matrix of the wall equations. The
additional contribution, S(F SI) , arises from the fluid-structure interaction: A
change in a solid degree-of-freedom affects the velocity gradients in (5) because
the nodal positions in the fluid mesh are determined by the wall displacement
field. The diagonal block
F = Re





1
M+N +A
∆t

(22)

represents the fluid momentum matrix. Its three components M, N and A
arise from the discretisation of the time-derivative, the ALE advection operator and the viscous term in the Navier-Stokes equations, respectively. The
off-diagonal blocks G and D are the discrete gradient and divergence operators and without stabilisation we have G = DT . The term 1/∆t in the above
equation indicates the dependence on the time-step as ∆t → 0. The mass
9

matrix M has two contributions
c + M(stab) ,
M=M

(23)

c represents the standard mass matrix corresponding to (13) and
where M
M(stab) arises from the differentiation of the stabilisation term I in (19). Thus,
consistent stabilisation makes M asymmetric. However, M(stab) ∼ ∆t as ∆t →
0, so for small ∆t, the mass matrix is dominated by the symmetric positive
c
definite contribution M.

The fluid and solid variables are coupled through the interaction blocks C∗∗ .
Their physical origin is as follows: Csp and Csu represent the respective effects
of the fluid pressure and the viscous fluid stresses on the wall equations and
arise through the load terms (5). The interaction blocks
(s)
Cus = Cus
+

1 (t)
C
∆t us

and

Cps

(24)

represent the effect of the wall displacement field on the discretised momentum
and continuity equations, respectively. In steady problems, this interaction occurs via the algebraic mesh-update (11): A change in the wall displacement
field changes the fluid mesh and thus the Jacobian of the isoparametric map1
(t)
ping in the fluid elements. The term ∆t
Cus
arises from the fact that the
time-derivative of the wall displacement field affects the momentum equations
by setting the fluid velocities along the wall via (4) and by setting the mesh
velocities u(M ) via (14). For small time-steps, the Jacobian matrix therefore
has large off-diagonal entries.
3.4 Implementation
The repeated assembly of the Jacobian matrix involves a significant amount
of computational work and needs to be optimised carefully. We assembled the
blocks F, D and G by the standard finite element assembly procedure, using
the analytical expressions for the integrand and three point Gauss rules for
the numerical integration. The remaining entries in the Jacobian matrix were
generated by finite differencing equations (9), (10), (13) and (15). The number
of elements used for the discretisation of the wall equations (9) was matched
to the number of elements in the fluid domain such that their respective nodal
points coincided. This resulted in a finer-than-necessary discretisation of the
wall equations but ensured that every solid degree of freedom only affected the
position of a small number of fluid nodes. The (modest) increase in the total
number of degrees of freedom was more than compensated for by a dramatic
increase in the efficiency of the sparse mesh-update-algorithm which is used
frequently during the finite difference operations. The stabilisation parameter
τstab was computed element-wise by evaluating (18) at the element centroids
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and its value was kept constant during the Newton iteration. h was determined
by the procedure proposed in reference [27] to ensure that it represents the
element length in the direction of the ‘wind’ u − u(M ) .

4

Typical results

Figs. 3-5 present results from representative steady and unsteady simulations
which will be used as test cases for the numerical schemes presented below.
All simulations were performed with the parameters Lup /a = 1, L/a = 5,
Ldown /a = 10, Q = 10−2 , σ0 = 103 , pexit = 0, h0 /a = 10−2 and ζctrl = 3.5.
4.1 Steady flows: Multiple solutions
Fig. 3 illustrates the changes in the flow-field and the wall deformation when
the external pressure is varied while the flow rate and the fluid pressure at the
downstream end of the rigid segment are held constant. The viscous pressure
drop in the downstream rigid segment causes the fluid pressure underneath
the membrane to exceed the fluid pressure pexit = 0 at the outflow. At Re =
(f lush)
500, an external pressure of pext = pext
= 1.524 is required to maintain
the membrane in an approximately flush state (see Fig. 3a). An increase in
external pressure increases the compressive load on the wall and causes it to
collapse more strongly near its downstream end. At finite Reynolds number,
the Bernoulli effect leads to a local reduction in fluid pressure which augments
the wall compression in the region of strongest collapse. The reduction in
channel width also increases the overall viscous flow resistance and requires
an increase in upstream pressure to maintain the same flow rate. The resulting
increase in fluid pressure in the upstream half of the elastic segment causes
it to bulge out; see Fig. 3b. The flow separates downstream of the point of
strongest collapse and a long region of reversed flow develops.
Fig. 4 illustrates the pressure/deformation characteristics of the system at
three different Reynolds number by plotting Vctrl = v 2 (ζ = 3.5), the vertical
wall displacement at 70% of the membrane’s length, as a function of the external pressure. At zero Reynolds number, an increase in external pressure leads
to an approximately proportional increase Vctrl . At finite Reynolds number,
the additional local pressure drop generated by the Bernoulli effect increases
the collapse at a given value of pext . At Re = 500, this destabilising effect is so
strong that limit points develop in the Vctrl (pext ) curve. Hence, small changes
in pext can lead to large changes in the (steady) wall shapes. For instance,
(f lush)
a small increase in the external pressure beyond pext
forces the system to
jump (dynamically) from its ‘flush’ state into a strongly collapsed equilibrium
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Fig. 3. Streamlines and pressure contours for steady flow at Re = 500.
pext = p∗ext /E = 1.524 (top) and pext = 3.247 (bottom). The fluid pressure is
scaled on the viscous scale, p = p∗ a/(µU ).
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Fig. 4. Pressure-displacement characteristics for steady flow at various Reynolds
numbers. The wall deformation is characterised by the vertical wall displacement
Vctrl = v 2 (ζ = 3.5) at 70% of the membrane’s length. At large Reynolds number,
limit points develop in the pressure-displacement curve.

configuration in which Vctrl = −0.313 (marked as point A in Fig. 4). Upon
reducing the external pressure, the system evolves quasi-steadily along the
curve from A to the limit point B where it has to undergo a further discontinuous transition to a strongly inflated state with Vctrl > 0 (not shown in the
diagram).
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Fig. 5. Time history of the vertical wall displacement V ctrl (t) = v 2 (ζ = 3.5, t) for a
self-excited oscillation at Re = 500. p ext = p∗ext /E = 2.5.

4.2 Unsteady flows – self-excited oscillations

As mentioned in the introduction, fluid-conveying elastic vessels are highly
susceptible to the development of large-amplitude self-excited oscillations. An
example of such oscillations is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The simulation was
started from the steady equilibrium configuration for Vctrl = 0.35, pext = 1.666.
For t ≥ 0, the external pressure was set to pext = 2.5 and the flow rate was held
constant at the upstream end of the channel. The time trace of the control displacement Vctrl (t) = v 2 (ζ = 3.5, t) shown in Fig. 5 illustrates that the system
performs sustained large-amplitude oscillations with a fundamental period of
T ≈ 25, with superimposed higher harmonics which create an oscillation of
great complexity.
Fig. 6 illustrates the interaction between the wall displacement and the fluid
flow during the oscillation. In Figs. 6(a-b), the wall collapses inwards and the
size of the separation bubble at the downstream end of the elastic segment
increases. During the second half of the oscillation, when the downstream half
of the membrane moves outwards again, Figs. 6(c-d), the separation bubble
detaches from the elastic wall, and a large-amplitude wave pattern (a ‘vorticity
wave’ [29]) develops and travels downstream.
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Fig. 6. Instantaneous streamlines and pressure contours in an unsteady flow undergoing a large-amplitude self-excited oscillation. t = 2.0 (top), 8.0, 12.0, 14.0
(bottom). Re = 500, pext = p∗ext /E = 2.5. The fluid pressure is scaled on the
viscous scale, p = p∗ a/(µU ).

5

Solution strategies

For two-dimensional problems of moderate size, the direct solution of the
linear system (20) is perfectly feasible, both in terms of memory requirements
and CPU times. In the simulations presented above, the linear solves were
performed with a frontal method (MA42 from the HSL2000 library [30]) and
the Newton iteration typically converged in 5-7 steps, reducing the maximum
residual from O(1) to below 10−8 . For larger problems, particularly in 3D, the
memory requirements of direct solvers tend to become prohibitive – mainly
because of the fill-in that occurs during the computation of the LU factors.
In fluid-structure interaction problems, a large amount of the fill-in is created
by the coupling between the fluid and solid variables. We will now explore
alternative approaches which avoid the direct solution of the full system (20).
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5.1 Direct solution with block-triangular approximate Jacobians
The additional fill-in associated with the fluid-structure interaction can be
avoided by replacing the exact Jacobian matrices by suitable approximations.
We consider the three block-triangular approximations

J sup =



S


0





Csu Csp 
F

G

0 D

0







J sub =



 S


 Cus





0 0

F



G



J diag =

Cps D 0



S


0





0 0



,
F G


0D 0

(25)

the use of which reduces the solution of the linear system (20) to the independent solution of two smaller linear systems and an intermediate matrix-vector
product. For instance, if we replace J by J sub , the Newton correction x can
be computed via the sequence
solve
compute

solve





S xs = −rs




cu 
r




rcp





F G   xu 

D 0



xp





for xs ,


 ru 

=
=

rp



 Cus 

+


c
 ru 
− 
rcp




(26)

Cps

 xs ,

for (xu , xp )T .

(27)

(28)

A similar sequence of steps is required if the sub-diagonal blocks are neglected.
If all fluid-structure interaction blocks are discarded, the intermediate matrixvector product (27) can be omitted.
If we also approximate S in (26) by the tangent stiffness matrix S(solid) , the two
linear solves in (26) and (28) involve the same matrices that would arise from
the discretisation of the uncoupled fluid and solid problems. The solution of
the two linear systems can therefore utilise well-established solution techniques
for these sub-problems. We will exploit this in section 5.2.2.
Fig. 7 compares the convergence history of the exact and inexact Newton
methods for the steady problem illustrated in Fig. 3. In all cases the number
of Newton iterations required to reduce the maximum residual below 10−8
tends to increase with the degree of the channel collapse. Fig. 7 shows the
convergence histories of the fastest and slowest converging Newton iteration
over the whole range of the simulation (Vctrl increasing from 0 to −0.4125). If
the exact Jacobian is used, the Newton method displays the expected rapid
convergence and the iteration count only increases very slightly (from 5 to 7)
with the degree of collapse. Neglecting the super- or sub-diagonal interaction
blocks leads to a noticeable deterioration in the convergence rate. Furthermore,
15
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Fig. 7. Convergence histories of the Newton iteration with the exact and approximate Jacobian matrices for a steady computation at Re = 500. Thin lines: The
solution for Vctrl = −0.0938 is used as an initial guess for V ctrl = −0.1125. Thick
lines: The solution for Vctrl = −0.3938 is used as an initial guess for V ctrl = −0.4125.

the iteration count increases more rapidly with the degree of collapse (from ≈
16 for Vctrl = −0.1125 to ≈ 37 for Vctrl = −0.4125). Neglecting all interaction
blocks leads to a staggered scheme, in which the update of the fluid and
solid variables is performed independently. This leads to a small saving in
computational cost during each iteration because the matrix-vector product
(27) can be avoided. However, the convergence rate of the Newton iteration
deteriorates dramatically and also becomes extremely sensitive to the degree
of collapse. Neglecting the block S(F SI) did not affect the convergence rates
in any of the four schemes. Overall, this behaviour is consistent with the
observations in [31] where only the case of neglecting the sub-diagonal block
(in our notation) was considered.
When the approximate Jacobian matrices (25) were used in the unsteady simulation shown in section 4.2, the Newton method failed to converge. Only the
blocks Csu and S(solid) could be neglected without causing immediate divergence. However, in that case, no useful simplification of the block structure is
achieved.
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5.2 Iterative solution by preconditioned Krylov subspace solvers

The numerical experiments presented in the previous section show that the
use of approximate Jacobian matrices in the Newton iteration can lead to
a severe deterioration of its convergence rate. An alternative approach is to
use the approximate Jacobians as preconditioners in the iterative solution
with a Krylov subspace solver, such as GMRES. The iterative solution of
the (right-)preconditioned version of the linear system (20), J P −1P x = −r,
involves matrix-vector products with the exact Jacobian matrix J and solutions of linear systems with the preconditioning matrix P . If P is a good
approximation to J , we can expect rapid convergence of the ‘inner’ GMRES
iteration to the exact solution of the original system (20), while maintaining
the quadratic convergence rate of the ‘outer’ Newton iteration. Furthermore,
the convergence tolerance of the ‘inner’ iteration can be coupled to the size of
the residual in the Newton iteration to avoid ‘over-solving’; see [32]. We will
explore this in section 5.2.3.

5.2.1 Preconditioning with the block-triangular approximate Jacobians
To illustrate the efficiency of the approximate Jacobians as preconditioners
for the iterative solution of the linear system (20), Fig. 8 shows representative
convergence histories of the GMRES iterations in a steady simulation at Re =
500. The data was obtained from a computation in which the solution for
Vctrl = −0.21 was used as the initial guess for Vctrl = −0.28. In this particular
case, the Newton iteration converges in five steps and the lines in Fig. 8 show
the convergence histories of the GMRES iterations for the first and last Newton
steps. During the first Newton steps, the GMRES convergence histories have
an initial stagnant period (which lasts for approximately 50% of the total
J x + r|/|r| only
number of iterations) during which the scaled residual r = |J
decays very little. This is followed by a period of rapid convergence during the
second half of the iteration. For subsequent Newton steps, the initial stagnant
period disappears. Overall, the preconditioner J sup produces slightly faster
convergence rates than J sub , especially during the final Newton steps. The
block diagonal preconditioner J diag requires approximately twice as many
GMRES iterations as the two block-triangular versions.
Table 1 provides a more comprehensive overview of the iteration counts for the
three preconditioners and presents the average number of GMRES iterations,
NGMRES , for steady computations at different Reynolds numbers. The average
was taken over all Newton steps in a computation in which Vctrl was increased
from 0 to −0.35 in five steps. In all cases, the GMRES iteration was continued
until r < TOLGMRES = 10−6 . Table 1 shows that an increase in Reynolds number
leads to a slight increase in NGMRES and confirms J sup as the most efficient pre17
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Fig. 8. Convergence histories of the preconditioned GMRES iteration for a steady
computation at Re = 500. The solution for V ctrl = −0.21 is used as the initial guess
for Vctrl = −0.28. Thick lines: first Newton step; thin lines: last (=fifth) Newton
step.

conditioner. The data shown was obtained with hFEM = 1/8 but computations
at different spatial resolutions displayed no evidence of any mesh-dependence
of the convergence rates.
Re = 0

Re = 250

Re = 500

P = J sup

3.2

5.4

6.2

P = J sub

3.8

6.2

7.0

P = J diag

6.4

11.0

12.4

Table 1
Average GMRES iteration counts for the steady simulations shown in section 4.1.
The approximate Jacobians J sup , J sub and J diag are used as right preconditioners
for the iterative solution of the linear system (20). TOL GMRES = 10−6 .

Table 2 presents the average iterations counts for the three preconditioners in
the unsteady simulation at Re = 500, shown section 4.2. Here NGMRES represents
the average over all Newton iterations at 20 different time-steps during the
system’s evolution. The data was obtained by restarting the simulation from
the four representative configurations shown in Fig. 6 and continuing the timeintegration for five time-steps. Selected computations were performed over
several periods of the oscillation to confirm that the averages shown in Table
18

2 are representative.
Table 2 shows that, as in the steady case, the performance of J sup and J sub is
very similar while the the block-diagonal preconditioner J diag requires approximately twice as many iterations. The iteration count increases slightly with
a reduction in the time-step, NGMRES ∼ ∆t−0.3 so that reducing the time-step
by a factor of 10 approximately doubles the number of iterations. This is documented in more detail in Fig. 9 which compares representative convergence
histories of the GMRES iterations (right-preconditioned with P = J sup ) for
different values of ∆t. A reduction in ∆t only leads to a slight reduction in the
asymptotic convergence rate of the GMRES iteration but significantly extends
the length of the initial stagnant period. Furthermore, at small ∆t the initial
stagnant period is longer for the final rather than the initial Newton steps.
The increase in NGMRES with a decrease in ∆t presents a significant difference
to the behaviour typically observed in the iterative solution of pure fluid or
solid problems. In uncoupled problems, a reduction in the time-step tends to
increase the diagonal dominance of the Jacobian matrix and this typically
accelerates the convergence of iterative solvers. In the present problem, the
entries in the sub-diagonal block Cus grow like 1/∆t as ∆t → 0 and, in fact,
tend to become the dominant entries in the matrix. Interestingly, the fact that
the block Cus is retained in J sub does not significantly increase the efficiency
of this preconditioner at small ∆t.
∆t = 2 × 10−1

∆t = 2 × 10−2

∆t = 2 × 10−3

P = J sup

11.5

23.4

45.2

P = J sub

12.4

24.2

41.2

P = J diag

22.7

46.2

87.2

Table 2
Average GMRES iteration counts for the unsteady simulation shown in section 4.2.
The approximate Jacobians J sup , J sub and J diag are used as right preconditioners
for the iterative solution of the linear system (20). Re = 500. TOL GMRES = 10−6 .

5.2.2 A pressure Schur complement preconditioner
The results shown in the previous section demonstrate that the approximate
Jacobians present efficient preconditioners for the iterative solution of the
linear system (20). However, in their exact form, the application of the preconditioners is very expensive and the computational cost is dominated by the
solution of the Navier-Stokes system (28). For the purposes of preconditioning, its solution does not have to be computed exactly but can be replaced by
a computationally cheaper approximation. For this purpose, we replace the
Navier-Stokes block in (25) by a global pressure Schur complement precondi19
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Fig. 9. Convergence histories of the GMRES iteration for different time-steps ∆t.
J sup is used as the right preconditioner and the results are for the unsteady simulation of section 4.2 at t = 14. Re = 500. Thick lines: first Newton step; thin lines:
last (=fifth) Newton step.

tioner [33]. This results in preconditioners of the form

P sup =



S


0





Csu Csp 
F

G

0 0 −X







P sub =



 S


 Cus





0 0 

F G

Cps 0 −X







P diag =



S


0





0 0 



, (29)
F G 


0 0 −X

where X is (an approximation of) the pressure Schur complement DF−1 G. In
the following we will use Elman’s BFBt approximation [34]
X = (DG) (DFG)−1 (DG),

(30)

though other approximations could be used in its place. The action of the
preconditioners defined by (29) and (30) can then be obtained in a number of
sub-steps. For instance, the solution of the system P sub x = r can be computed
via
solve S xs = −rs for xs ,
(31)
compute




c
 ru 
 
rcp









 ru   Cus 
+
 xs ,

=

rp

Cps

solve (DG) y = brp for y,
20

(32)
(33)

compute z = (DFG) y,

(34)

solve (DG) xp = z for xp ,

(35)

compute bu = −rcu − G xp ,

(36)

solve F xu = bu for xu .

(37)

Similar sequences arise for P sup and P diag . The procedure can be viewed as
an extension of the block preconditioning strategy for ‘pure’ fluids problems
proposed in reference [35]. In this form, the application of the preconditioner
involves the solution of four linear systems and (up to) three matrix-vector
products.
The matrix S in (31) arises from the discretisation of a spatially one-dimensional
problem and is therefore much smaller than the matrices in (33), (35) and (37).
The linear system (31) can therefore be solved efficiently by a sparse direct
solver; we used Demmel et al.’s SuperLU solver [36]. The computationally
most expensive part of the preconditioning operation is the solution of the
three linear systems (33), (35) and (37). We will now replace the exact solves
for these systems by suitable approximations to improve the overall efficiency
of the algorithm.
In the absence of stabilisation, the matrix DG is symmetric and positive
definite and plays a role similar to a pressure Poisson operator; see [34]. This
suggests that the systems (33) and (35) can be solved efficiently by multigrid,
[37], and that suitable approximations can be obtained by performing a fixed
number of multigrid cycles. We performed three V-cycles, using point GaussSeidel (with two pre- and two post-smoothing steps on each level) as the
smoother. The interpolation was based on the bilinear pressure interpolation,
full weighting was used for the injection and the linear system on the coarsest
mesh was solved with SuperLU.
At finite Reynolds number, the matrix F in (37) is non-symmetric and has a
complex spectrum. Consequently, at large Reynolds number, multigrid with
simple point Gauss-Seidel smoothing does not act as an efficient solver. However, replacing the exact solution of (37) by a fixed number of multigrid Vcycles can still provide an efficient preconditioner, provided a sufficient amount
of stabilisation is added on each multigrid level. The adaptive choice of the
stabilisation parameter τstab via (18) ensures that τstab can be relatively large
on the coarser multigrid levels (on which the solutions only provide corrections for the finer levels) but remains small enough not to affect the solution
at the finest level, provided consistent stabilisation is used; see section 5.3.
The implementation of the multigrid solver was based on interpolation consistent with the bi-quadratic variation of the velocity degrees of freedom and full
weighting was used for the injection. SuperLU was used as the direct solver on
the coarsest level. ‘With-the-wind’ numbering of the equations is known to be
beneficial for the efficiency of Gauss-Seidel smoothing but would be difficult
21

and costly to implement for the highly complex and time-varying flow fields
encountered in the present problem; see, e.g., Fig. 6. In each smoothing step,
we performed four consecutive point Gauss-Seidel sweeps over all variables,
sweeping along the four principal directions of the structured mesh [38].
In this form, the computational work associated with a single application of
the preconditioner scales linearly with the number of unknowns in the problem. Hence, the ‘optimality’ of the solver is directly related to the number of
GMRES iterations required to reduce the scaled residual r below the convergence tolerance.
Table 3 shows the average values for NGMRES for steady computations at various
Reynolds numbers and spatial resolutions. We only present data for P sup since
it tended to be the most efficient preconditioner throughout. The two numbers
shown for each combination of Reynolds number and mesh size correspond to
the cases where the linear systems (33), (35) and (37) were solved exactly (by
SuperLU) and approximately (by the fixed-cost multigrid approximations).
The use of the multigrid approximations typically increased the number of
GMRES iterations by about 30% (interestingly, in one case it actually reduced
NGMRES ) but this was more than compensated for by a significant decrease in
the overall CPU times. For instance, for the case Re = 500 and hFEM = 1/16,
the 30% increase in NGMRES still allowed a reduction in the total CPU time by
a factor of 2.6.
The relative increase in NGMRES with an increase in Reynolds number from
Re = 250 to Re = 500 is comparable to that observed for the ‘exact’ preconditioner J sup in Table 1, whereas at smaller Reynolds numbers, an increase Re
has a more detrimental effect. The iteration count scales approximately like
NGMRES ∼ h−0.7
FEM which is comparable to the mesh dependence reported in reference [34], where the performance of the BFBt preconditioner was examined
in an Oseen problem.
Re = 0

Re = 250

Re = 500

hFEM = 1/4

14.4 (15.8)

41.2 (57.0)

46.8 (71.2)

hFEM = 1/8

25.0 (25.8)

71.8 (86.8)

81.2 (104.0)

hFEM = 1/12

35.6 (31.2)

91.0 (116.6)

111.4 (141.4)

hFEM = 1/16 44.8 (46.4) 104.6 (130.2) 130.8 (173.0)
Table 3
Average GMRES iteration counts for the steady simulations shown in section 4.1.
P sup is used as the right preconditioners for the iterative solution of the linear
system (20). TOLGMRES = 10−6 . The numbers in brackets are for the case when the
fixed-cost multigrid approximations for the systems (33), (35) and (37) are used.

Fig. 10 shows that the (significant) differences in the convergence histories at
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Fig. 10. Convergence histories of the preconditioned GMRES iteration for a steady
computation at Re = 500. P sup with fixed-cost multigrid approximations for (33),
(35) and (37) is used as the right preconditioner. The solution for V ctrl = −0.21 is
used as the initial guess for Vctrl = −0.28. Thick lines: first Newton step; thin lines:
last (=fifth) Newton step.

different stages of the Newton iteration are similar to those observed for J sup
in Fig. 8. However, the deterioration in the asymptotic convergence rate with
a reduction in hFEM makes the presence of the initial stagnant period relatively
less important for simulations on fine meshes.
Table 4 presents the corresponding data for the unsteady simulations of section
4.2 at Re = 500. The iteration counts are very similar to those presented
in Table 2 for J sup , and display very little mesh-dependence. In fact, the
iteration counts for ∆t = 2 × 10−2 are practically independent of hFEM . Even
the detailed convergence histories shown in Fig. 11 are very similar to those
presented for J sup in Fig. 9, indicating that the approximate implementation
of the preconditioner has little effect on its efficiency.

5.2.3 The choice of the convergence tolerance for the GMRES iteration
In order to allow a meaningful comparison between the various preconditioners, we used a fixed convergence tolerance of TOL GMRES = 10−6 for all studies in
the previous sections. Dembo et al. [39] showed that the adaptive choice
TOLGMRES = O(|r|)
23

(38)

∆t = 2 × 10−1

∆t = 2 × 10−2

∆t = 2 × 10−3

hFEM = 1/4

17.0 (17.6)

23.0 (24.2)

25.0 (28.0)

hFEM = 1/8

17.9 (23.1)

24.2 (29.4)

46.0 (50.5)

hFEM = 1/12

22.6 (28.3)

24.2 (30.4)

53.9 (64.6)

hFEM = 1/16

28.2 (44.9)

23.9 (35.6)

55.8 (76.4)

Table 4
Average GMRES iteration counts for the unsteady simulation of section 4.2. P
P sup
is used as the right preconditioners for the iterative solution of the linear system
(20). TOLGMRES = 10−6 . The numbers in brackets are for the case when the fixed-cost
multigrid approximations for the systems (33), (35) and (37) are used.
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Fig. 11. Convergence histories of the GMRES iteration for different time-steps ∆t.
P sup with fixed-cost multigrid approximations for (33), (35) and (37) is used as the
right preconditioner and the results are for the unsteady simulation of section 4.2
at t = 14. hFEM = 1/12, Re = 500. Thick lines: first Newton step; thin lines: last
(=fifth) Newton step.

is sufficient to maintain the (asymptotically) quadratic convergence rate of the
Newton iteration. (38) shows that the linear system (20) needs to be solved
more accurately as the Newton iteration approaches convergence. This also
implies that a natural lower limit for TOLGMRES is given by the convergence
tolerance of the Newton method itself.
In practice, the adaptive choice of TOLGMRES can be rather delicate and problemdependent since the analysis underlying the derivation of (38) only applies
24

close to the converged solution. If the initial guess for the Newton iteration
has a large residual then the large value of TOLGMRES suggested by (38) can
cause the Newton method to diverge. Furthermore, any saving in computational work resulting from the reduction in NGMRES must be compared to the
potential additional work created by a possible small increase in the total number of Newton steps. This is particularly important if, as in the present case,
good (but costly to construct) preconditioners already lead to small numbers
of GMRES iterations. In such cases, even the cost of constructing a single
additional Jacobian matrix and the associated preconditioning operators can
outweigh the savings due to the reduction in NGMRES . Finally, the potential benefits resulting from the adaptive adjustment of TOLGMRES depend strongly on the
convergence characteristics of the GMRES iteration. If the GMRES iteration
has a long initial stagnant period then an increase in TOLGMRES can only lead
to a small reduction in NGMRES .
We performed extensive numerical experiments to determine an ‘optimal’
strategy for the choice of TOLGMRES and found that, for steady problems, the
choice




10−4 if |r| > 10−4


TOLGMRES =



|r|





 10−6

if 10−6 ≤ |r| ≤ 10−4

(39)

if |r| < 10−6

resulted in modest savings in CPU times (typically about 20-30% compared
to a fixed tolerance of TOLGMRES = 10−6 ) while ensuring robustness in the sense
that it only rarely resulted in costly additional Newton steps. The benefits
of the adaptive adjustment of TOLGMRES are limited by the fact that, in steady
problems, the GMRES iteration displays the initial stagnant period during
the first few Newton steps. In unsteady problems, the initial stagnant period
is more pronounced during the final Newton steps but it tends to persist for
longer, particularly at small time-steps. Furthermore, the number of GMRES
iterations tends to be much smaller than in steady problems, and the adaptive
adjustment of TOLGMRES in unsteady problems only led to small savings in CPU
time.
5.3 The importance of consistent stabilisation
The use of multigrid approximations for the solution of the linear systems
(33), (35) and (37) presents a key step in the efficient implementation of the
preconditioning strategy. The stabilisation of the fluid momentum equations,
introduced in section 3.2.2, is necessary to allow the solution of the linear
system (37) on the coarse meshes. The adaptive choice (18) for the stabilisation parameter τstab ensures that only the minimum amount of stabilisation
is applied on each multigrid level and that the stabilisation (whether applied
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consistently or inconsistently) becomes insignificant as the element size hFEM
and/or the time-step ∆t tend to zero. However, (18) shows that τstab ∼ hFEM as
hFEM → 0 whereas, in the absence of stabilisation, the finite element expansions
(12) ensure the quadratic convergence of the solution under mesh refinement.
Thus, as long as ReM > 1 anywhere in the domain, any errors that are introduced by inconsistent stabilisation reduce the rate of convergence under
mesh refinement. We will now demonstrate that in fluid-structure interaction
problems, the use of inconsistent stabilisation can introduce significant errors.
Figs. 12(a) and (c) present results of representative steady and unsteady simulations at different spatial resolutions. (On the coarsest mesh, the flow is
severely under-resolved and the Newton method diverges at t = 8.) The computations were performed with a direct solver and no stabilisation was applied.
The figures demonstrate that the finest mesh (hFEM = 1/16) is adequate to resolve the results to within plotting accuracy. Figs. 12(b) and (d) present the
corresponding results (computed only on the finest mesh) with various forms
of stabilisation. Inconsistent stabilisation can be seen to introduce significant
errors even though, in the absence of stabilisation, the solution is fully converged on this mesh.
The explanation for the strong effect of inconsistent stabilisation in the present
problem is that classical SUPG stabilisation (implemented by including only
term II into (19)) introduces artificial dissipation into the problem. This implies that, for a given velocity field, a larger pressure drop is required to drive
the flow. In fluid-structure interaction problems, this can introduce large errors into the coupled solution since the wall deformation depends strongly
on the fluid pressure. To assess the significance of this effect in the present
problem, Fig. 13 shows the results of a steady computation in which the wall
displacement field was prescribed (a sinusoidal indentation with a maximum
inwards displacement of 0.5; the resulting degree of collapse is comparable
to that in the most strongly collapsed configuration in Fig. 12). The lines
show the two velocity components u1 and u2 and the pressure p, plotted along
the line x2 = 0.4 (marked as the thick dashed line in the inset). The figure shows that the different versions of stabilisation have little effect on the
velocity fields. However, the additional dissipation introduced by inconsistent
stabilisation leads to a noticeable increase in the pressure drop along the ‘membrane’. With SUPG stabilisation, the fluid pressure at the upstream end of the
‘membrane’ is ∆p = 14.6 higher than with consistent stabilisation (or without
any stabilisation at all). If the wall was elastic, this increase in fluid pressure
would reduce the degree of collapse. Conversely, to maintain the same degree
of collapse, the external pressure would have to be increased by an amount
comparable to ∆p. The fluid pressures (non-dimensionalised on the viscous
scale) and the external pressure (non-dimensionalised on the elastic scale) are
related by the parameter Q, via ∆pext = Q ∆p; see (5). In the computations
presented in Fig. 12, Q = 10−2 , so the increase in external pressure required to
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Fig. 12. Demonstration of the errors introduced by inconsistent stabilisation in
steady (a and b) and unsteady (c and d) simulations at Re = 500. (a) and (c)
document the mesh convergence of the solutions in the absence of stabilisation;
Figs. (b) and (d) demonstrate the effect of inconsistent stabilisation on the finest
mesh. The parameter values are the same as in section 4.

approximately compensate for the rise in fluid pressure is ∆pext = 0.146 which
is comparable to (in fact, nearly twice as large as) the error in pext observed in
Fig. 12(b) where ∆pext = 0.08 for Vctrl = 0.35. This confirms that the effect of
artificial dissipation introduced by inconsistent stabilisation is large enough to
explain the differences observed in Fig. 12(b). In time-dependent simulations
in which the external pressure is kept constant, the increase in dissipation
constantly extracts energy from the system. Over sufficiently long time-scales,
this can lead to a significant change in the system’s behaviour. For instance, in
the simulation shown in Fig. 12(d), the excessive dissipation causes the rapid
decay of the oscillation.
Given that in the present problem, stabilisation is only required for the multigrid preconditioning operations, it seems desirable to set τstab = 0 on the finest
mesh and use stabilisation (consistent or inconsistent) only for the auxiliary
computations on the coarser meshes – following Gresho & Lee’s maxim not to
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the line x2 = 0.4 (indicated by the dashed line in the inset) in a steady simulation
at Re = 500. The wall shape is prescribed and the computation is performed on the
finest mesh, hFEM = 1/16.

“suppress the wiggles” [40]. This approach can be implemented in two ways:
(i) Set τstab = 0 for all computations on the finest mesh and use (18) to determine the stabilisation parameter for the coarser multigrid levels. (ii) Use
(18) to determine the stabilisation parameter on all multigrid levels but set
τstab = 0 when computing the nonlinear residuals in the Newton method. Both
methods ensure that the Newton method can only converge to the solution
for τstab = 0. However, numerical experiments showed that in case (i) the
multigrid-preconditioned GMRES iteration fails to converge, indicating that
the fine-grid problem with τstab = 0 is poorly approximated by the coarse grid
problems with τstab 6= 0. With strategy (ii), the GMRES iterations converged
but the Newton iteration stagnated, indicating again that the stabilisation
terms still play an important role on the finest meshes. Finally, we mention
that the above results are independent of the pressure non-dimensionalisation
– we observed exactly the same behaviour when the pressure was scaled on
the inertial scale. We conclude that the preconditioning strategy proposed in
this paper requires the use of consistent stabilisation on all multigrid levels.

6

Summary

We have developed an efficient preconditioning technique that allows the rapid
iterative solution of the linear systems that arise in the fully coupled solution
28

of steady and unsteady large-displacement fluid-structure interaction problems with Newton’s method. The preconditioners were derived from blocktriangular approximations of the Jacobian matrix. While the direct use of
these matrices in the Newton method leads to an unacceptable deterioration
of its convergence rate, they provide efficient preconditioners for the iterative solution of the linear system by GMRES. The block-triangular structure
of the approximate Jacobians makes it possible to perform the preconditioning operation in a sequence of sub-steps. To improve the overall efficiency
of the method, we developed approximate versions of the preconditioners,
by replacing the Navier-Stokes blocks by a global pressure Schur complement
preconditioner, using Elman’s BFBt approximation [34] for the pressure Schur
complement. Finally, we replaced the most computationally expensive operations by multigrid approximations. In this form, the work involved in a single
application of the preconditioner scales linearly with number of degrees of
freedom in the problem. For steady problems, the mesh dependence of the
iteration counts was found to be comparable to that observed in applications
of the BFBt preconditioner in ‘pure’ fluids problems and the iteration counts
only displayed a weak dependence on the Reynolds number. In time-dependent
problems, the convergence rates were generally much faster and displayed very
little mesh dependence, though the iterations counts increased slightly with a
reduction in the time-step.
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